TERMS OF SALE
SEASON CLOSES 30th March 2016. Bulbs will be dispatched – February /
March 2016. ORDERS should be lodged by 30Th February

PAYMENT: Please make cheques payable to BROGDEN BULBS.
POSTAGE and MAF FEES: Up to 10 bulbs add NZ$ 150.00 on orders to
be sent directly to YOUR address.
Postage and MAF Fees on orders sent through our US agent (Dianne Mrak),
add, for up to 10 bulbs, NZ$ 50.00.
Postage on each additional one to five bulbs add NZ$ 5.00.
PRICES: Are per each, in New Zealand dollars.

Overseas Price List of
Show and Garden

DAFFODILS
For 2016 Delivery
offered by

OFFSETS: Varieties listed at $30.00 or over are available at one-third of
the listed price unless stated otherwise.
Work out prices to the nearest whole dollar.
MINIMUM ORDER: NZ$ 200.00 or NZ$ 100.00 if via our US agent:
Both plus appropriate postage and MAF fees.
ORDERS received by email will be acknowledged by return email..
STOCK: All our stock is fully acclimatised and grown at our nursery in
Normanby and have a clearance with MAF for export.
Contact us by email or if writing -

PLEASE WRITE YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS IN BLOCK LETTERS

NOTE; Unless requested otherwise we will supply a minimum of
3 offsets or 2 rounds for each bulb ordered. While stocks last.

Join the National Daffodil Society of NZ

BROGDEN BULBS
M.E. (Spud) Brogden
Hybridist & Grower
41 Grey Street
Normanby
Hawera 4614
New Zealand

Enquiries to the Secretary: Denise McQuarrie
26 Greenhill Road, Ngatimoti, RD 1, Motueka 7196.

brogdenbulbs@xtra.co.nz

2016 INTRODUCTIONS
****************
Hybridized and raised by

BROGDEN BULBS
2y.p

NARELLE (Reg) BB 01-23-1
(LM)
112 35 43 450
The broad ovate perianth that is smooth and flat stays plane until the flower ends. Opens
soft yellow that deepens to a clean, light lemon yellow as the flower develops. The well
balanced cylinder corona has a small flanged mouth that is neatly crenate. The corona
opens a coppery pink that soon changes to a cleaner pink that lightens to the base. A
highly consistent and lovely coloured show flower with excellent poise and very strong plant
and stem. Premier 2y.p at the NDS SI show 2013. Premier 2y.p & Best Vase of 7 at the
Central Daff.Group’s Late show 2014. Bred (Easter Dawn x Dailmanach) x Capree Elizabeth.

$75.00 each, Offsets $25.00 each.
**********************
1w.w SIEGFRIED BAUER (Reg) BB 9-09-A1 (E)
One of the first 1w.w’s to bloom that has very good form, size, plant health and
consistency to support its pure whiteness. A good lasting flower with broad
perianth segments that form a double triangle backing for the flanged cylinder
corona. Has several awards to its credit including Premier 1w.w at the CDG late
show in 2014. Bred Neahkahnie x Sdlg (Jet Trail x Sdlg.)
$ 90.00 each Offsets$35.00 each
********************

FROM ANDREW JENKINS
1y.y

FIRST DAWN AKJ #1 (E)
A very consistent show flower that is average in size but always smooth and
of good colour. The plane, broad ovate perianth and the slightly flared corona are
held squarely on a short neck and strong stem. A good plant that makes super
bulbs. Best bloom at New Plymouth in 2014. Bred from Impeccable x Akala.

$ 30.00 each, Offsets $10.00 each
********************
2w.w EGMONT SNOWCLOUD AKJ 03-9 (M)
Very formal and held squarely on strong stems. This One catches the eye and
demands a second look. The triangular perianth of strong substance is smooth,
flat and plane, while the half length cylinder corona has a slight flange. Not the
whitest but has great show form. Bred Guiding light x Springston Charm.
$30.00 each, Offsets # 10.00 each.
********************

FROM WILFRED HALL
8w.y MURIELLE (Reg) WTH GM x 173 (ML)
A very strong white and mid yellow that flowers later than most other tazettas. Up to
5 quite large florets with flat, broad ovate perianth segments and shallow bowl
coronas are held on strong stems. Bred from Grand Monarch X Merridee.
$40.00 each, Offsets 15.00 each
*********************

EARLIER INTRODUCTIONS
Hybridized and Raised by

BROGDEN BULBS
2y.y

CONWAY (Reg) BB 01-4-05/3 (EM
The general description of “it’s a good one” covers all the attributes of this excellent show
flower. CONWAY has very strong plant habits, a broad, smooth perianth and a well
balanced, corona that is slightly flanged with a crenate rim. Good line breeding
of Otaihape x Sunline shows why it was Premier 2yy at the NDS NI show in 2014.
$50.00 each, Offsets $20.00 each.
********************

2y.y

NEW WAY (Reg) BB 03-6-3 (M)
The very broad, smooth, flat and plane perianth makes an impressive background for the
shortish, very narrow cylinder corona that has a slight flare and entire mouth. Long stem
and good poise. There are very few cultivars with this type of corona which some say are
“under-cupped”. The whole flower is a clean mid yellow. NEW WAY is certainly different
but is of excellent show form. Bred New Penny x New Image.
$90.00 each, Offsets $35.00 each.
*******************

1w.w STATEMENT (Reg) BB 01-13-2 (E)
.
This large, double triangle flower has very broad, smooth, plane perianth which is well overlapped and of heavy substance. The long, smooth cylinder corona is slightly flared at the
mouth and has a flanged entire rim. The whole flower is pristine white. Top white breeding
of Ice House x Neahkahnie.
Sorry –Sold out for this season.
*******************
1y.p TANEKA (Reg)
BB 01-2-3 (LM )
This deeply coloured show flower has already achieved telling success since first being
shown in 2012. A large flower of double triangle shape, the perianth segments are ovate in
outline and acute at the apex and are spreading, smooth, plane and well overlapped. The
long, tightly ribbed funnel-shaped corona is flared and wavy at the mouth with an entire rim.
TANEKA has a strong plant and excellent bulbs. National Premier at the SI in 2012 and
2013. Bred Corbiere x Capree Elizabeth.
$90.00 each, Offsets $35 each.
*******************

-

2016 INTRODUCTIONS
from BROGDEN BULBS
NARELLE

2y.p 75.00
Offsets 25.00

SIEGFRIED BAUER
1w.w 90.00
Offsets 35.00
*************

RECENT BB Introductions
BB 01-4-05/3 NOW NAMED
CONWAY
2y.y 50.00
Offsets 20.00

NEW WAY

2y.y 90.00
Offsets 35.00

STATEMENT

1w.w

TANEKA

1y.p 90.00
Offsets 35.00

N.A.

************

New from other NZ Raisers
FIRST DAWN
MEURIEL

1y.y

30.00

8w.y 40.00
Offsets 15.00

EGMONT SNOWCLOUD
2w.w 30.00
************

General List
Abraxis

8w.o

5.00

*Apache Chief 2o.o

75.00

General List continued

General List continued

Hot Chilli (Inter.) 2o.o 15.00

*Showdown

*Hyscent

*Southern Command 2y.r 15.00

8w.y 5.00

Avalex

8w.y 40.00

*Joyo

Ballistic

4y.o

Kapiti Talisman 8y.o

Bella Snow

2w.w 60.00

*Double Split
*Egmont King
*Egmont Star

4y.p

30.00

15.00

Offsets

2y.yyr 5.00
2y.y

5.00

3w.yoo 10.00

*Stantheman

3w.y 15.00

5.00

*Sunline

2y.y 5.00

*Kiwi Happy Prince 2w.yyr20.00

*Trudith

2y.r

2w.wwp 10.00

5.00

Lemon & Barley 8y.y 10.00

25.00

*White October 2w.w 10.00

*Loyal Knight 2y.yor 15.00
*Wild Card
Loyal Oscar

3y.w 5.00

1y.y 40.00

Fencourt Jewel 8w.p 15.00

*Mason Road

2y.r 10.00

*Fireonice

3w.r

20.00

Nickelodeon

8w.w 20.00

*First Call

2y.y

5.00

*Ohio Snow

2w.w 20.00

*Flaming Hot

2y.r

5.00

Panchali

8y.o

*Florence Joy

2w.w

5.00

Royeleen

1y.o 10.00

*Runita

3w.w 5.00

5.00

************
Many other previously listed
cultivars are still grown so if
there is something you are
interested in – ask and I will
advise price and availability.
************
* Denotes raised by
Brogden Bulbs

